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Sail into the Sun
by Gentlemen Hall

First contribution to this site. Ever. I hope it s decent! I will gladly take
any comments!

This song was on a Target commercial. It s very happy :D You should also look up

some of their other songs! http://gentlemenhall.com/
Enjoy!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
D Dsus

D                               Dsus
I ll take the sun and watch it surround you
D                               Dsus
All of the rain will fall all around you

    D                                      G
And I-I I ll pull you closer when you re floating far away
    D                                      G
And I-I-I don t need no reason we ll just get away

         D                           G     A
When we sail into the sun, into the sun
         D                           G     A
When we sail into the sun, into the sun

D                                 Dsus
I ll make the clouds a carpet and canopy
D
Won t touch the ground
G
I ll stay up here just you and me

    D                                      G
And I-I I ll pull you closer when you re floating far away
    D                                      G
And I-I-I don t need no reason we ll just get away

         D                           G     A



When we sail into the sun, into the sun
         D                           G     A
When we sail into the sun, into the sun

Em                                        Bm
When we finally get there, will we ever leave?
                                               Em
Will we find that all we have is all we really need
                                              D
All we gotta do is get there miles above the ground
              A
We can fade away without a sound

Em
Oh No show me how to get away and
Bm    D
Go Go I don t wanna do it on my
Em                                D
Own So find a way to get you all alone
            A
We re going home

D D G A
D D G A

         D                           G     A
When we sail into the sun, into the sun
         D                           G     A
When we sail into the sun, into the sun
         D                           G     A
When we sail (sail) into the sun (sun), into the sun (sun)
         D                           G     A
When we sail (sail) into the sun (sun), into the sun (sun)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


